The HIV-1 spike is a trimer of the transmembrane gp41 and the peripheral gp120 subunit pair. It is activated for virus-cell membrane fusion by binding sequentially to CD4 and to a chemokine receptor. Here we have studied the structural transition of the trimeric spike during the activation process. We solubilized and isolated unliganded and CD4-bound spikes from virus-like particles and used cryoelectron microscopy to reconstruct their 3D structures. In order to increase the yield and stability of the spike, we used an endodomain deleted and gp120-gp41 disulfide-linked variant. The unliganded spike displayed a hollow cage-like structure where the gp120-gp41 protomeric units formed a roof and bottom, and separated lobes and legs on the sides. The tripod structure was verified by fitting the recent atomic core structure of gp120 with intact N-and C-terminal ends into the spike density map. This defined the lobe as gp120 core, showed that the legs contained the polypeptide termini, and suggested the deleted variable loops V1/V2 and V3 to occupy the roof and gp41 the bottom. CD4 binding shifted the roof density peripherally and condensed the bottom density centrally. Fitting with a V3 containing gp120 core suggested that the V1/V2 loops in the roof were displaced laterally and the V3 lifted up, while the core and leg were kept in place. The loop displacements probably prepared the spike for coreceptor interaction and roof opening so that a new fusion-active gp41 structure, assembled at the center of the cage bottom, could reach the target membrane.
The HIV-1 spike is a trimer of the transmembrane gp41 and the peripheral gp120 subunit pair. It is activated for virus-cell membrane fusion by binding sequentially to CD4 and to a chemokine receptor. Here we have studied the structural transition of the trimeric spike during the activation process. We solubilized and isolated unliganded and CD4-bound spikes from virus-like particles and used cryoelectron microscopy to reconstruct their 3D structures. In order to increase the yield and stability of the spike, we used an endodomain deleted and gp120-gp41 disulfide-linked variant. The unliganded spike displayed a hollow cage-like structure where the gp120-gp41 protomeric units formed a roof and bottom, and separated lobes and legs on the sides. The tripod structure was verified by fitting the recent atomic core structure of gp120 with intact N-and C-terminal ends into the spike density map. This defined the lobe as gp120 core, showed that the legs contained the polypeptide termini, and suggested the deleted variable loops V1/V2 and V3 to occupy the roof and gp41 the bottom. CD4 binding shifted the roof density peripherally and condensed the bottom density centrally. Fitting with a V3 containing gp120 core suggested that the V1/V2 loops in the roof were displaced laterally and the V3 lifted up, while the core and leg were kept in place. The loop displacements probably prepared the spike for coreceptor interaction and roof opening so that a new fusion-active gp41 structure, assembled at the center of the cage bottom, could reach the target membrane.
retrovirus spike | receptor triggering | cryo-EM | single particle imaging | EMAN T he HIV-1 spike facilitates entry of the virus into the cell by mediating fusion between the viral and the cell membranes. It also represents the target for neutralizing antibodies of the host. The spike is assembled from three copies of a transmembrane precursor glycoprotein, gp160, in the endoplasmic reticulum of the infected cell and is activated by a series of structural transitions (1) (2) (3) . When the spike passes trans Golgi, on its way to the cell surface, gp160 is cleaved by furin into gp41 and gp120, which remain noncovalently linked (4) . The cleavage positions the fusion peptide at the N terminus of gp41 and primes the spike for fusion activation. In the virus the gp120 subunits suppress the fusion activity of the gp41 subunits until structurally changed by receptor interactions, first with CD4 and then with the chemokine coreceptor (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . The gp41 subunits induce membrane fusion through refolding into a more stabile form. According to the prevailing model, the gp41 first targets the cell membrane with its fusion peptide and then folds back on itself dragging the virus and the cell membranes together for fusion (10) . Characteristic for the gp41 ectodomain is two α-helical regions (N and C helices) separated by a small disulfide loop, CX 5 C. Peptides corresponding to the helical regions form a stable complex in solution and the crystal structure shows a bundle of six helices, where three N helices form a central coiled coil and three C helices an outer layer of helices in an antiparallel orientation (10, 11) . The hairpin-like structure of gp41 in the six helical bundle is thought to represent the stable, postfusion state of gp41. According to the model, this is preceded by a fusion peptide-presenting extended prehairpin structure, where the C helices have not yet folded back on the central coiled coil of N helices (10) . The gp41 activation model is supported by mutational studies and the finding that soluble C helices can bind to gp41 after initiation of spike activation and inhibit membrane fusion (12, 13) .
The challenge is to understand the structural transition of the entire spike, step by step, upon activation for membrane fusion. Such analyses have been compromised by the inherent flexibility and instability of the HIV-1 spike (14) . An apparent solution to this problem has been the analysis of the spike structure in situ in the viral membrane using cryoelectron tomography (cryo-ET).
Although not reaching atomic resolution, pseudoatomic models can be derived by fitting atomic structures of spike subunits into the EM density map (15) (16) (17) . Atomic models for gp120 have been obtained, but only when the N-and C-terminal ends and variable loops have been deleted (gp120 core) and when the molecule has been stabilized by antibody (Fab) and CD4 binding (9, 18) . Cryo-ET has revealed the native spike as a mushroom-like structure with a large central cavity in the head (17) . The curved protomeric units formed a cavity roof, separated lobes on the sides, and united into a compact stem at the bottom of the cavity. The gp120 core structure found a unique fit into the lobe, pointing the stems of the deleted V3 and the V1/V2 loops toward the roof and the gp120 inner domain β-sandwich toward the bottom and the stem. CD4 and Fab (17b) binding caused a rotation of the gp120 subunit that opened up the roof, apparently making way for a new structure, assembled at the center below and possibly representing an early form of the gp41 prehairpin.
Recently, the atomic structure of the gp120 core with intact N-and C-terminal ends was reported (19) . The ends formed a 35-Å extension of the inner domain β-sandwich. Together this whole element has by mutational studies been implicated in gp41 binding (20) (21) (22) . Surprisingly, the extension did not fit into the cryo-ET spike model, not into the native, nor into the CD4 and Fab complexed one (19) . Where the EM density below the inner domain β-sandwich curved inward toward the stem, the N-and C-terminal extension (N/C extension) of the atomic model followed a different path, forming separated legs. The discrepancy was explained by assuming a crystallization artifact in the N/C extension (19 could display a tripod structure as noted by Bellamy-McIntyre et al. (23) .
In the present study we have solubilized and purified unliganded and CD4 bound HIV-1 spikes, without stabilizing antibodies, in their correct oligomeric forms and reconstructed their 3D structures from cryo-and negative stain-EM images of single particles. We found that the unliganded spike had a tripod structure, which was validated by the fitting of the gp120 core structure with the N/C extension. Furthermore, CD4 binding was shown to open up the spike roof, not by gp120 rotation, but by displacing the V1/V2 loops of the gp120 laterally and lifting up the V3 loop.
Results
Isolation of Trimeric Spikes. HIV-1 pseudovirions (here called VLP, for virus-like particle) were produced by transient gene expression in 293T cells, purified, and concentrated by sedimentation in sucrose step gradients and used for spike isolation. To increase the stability of the trimeric spike and its incorporation into VLPs, we used a variant with an engineered disulfide bond between the C-terminal region of gp120 and the small disulfide loop region of gp41 and with a deletion of the gp41 endodomain (gp160 SOSΔCT ) (22, 24) . The spike variant appears to mature correctly in the cell as the VLPs have been shown to be well spiked and infect cells such as WT virus if the intersubunit disulfide is cleaved with DTT after coreceptor binding. In order to find out suitable conditions for isolation of trimeric spikes we prepared ½ 35 SCys labeled VLPs. Blue native (BN)-PAGE showed that the labeled VLPs contained a prominent large protein (Fig. 1A, lane 1) . Treatment of the VLPs with soluble 4-or 2-domain CD4 before BN-PAGE shifted this protein band into a correspondingly larger one showing that it represented the HIV-1 gp (Fig. 1A, lanes 2-8) . Treatment with SDS before BN-PAGE, on the other hand, dissociated the large protein into a much smaller one, consistent with this representing the disulfide-linked gp120-gp41 monomer and the former a trimeric spike (Fig. 1B, lane 1) . This was confirmed by cross-linking of the VLPs before SDS treatment and BN-PAGE. In the presence of an increasing concentration of the cross-linker, first small amounts of apparent dimeric and then apparent trimeric complexes appeared (Fig. 1B , lanes 2-5). In the absence of SDS all cross-linked samples showed the apparent complete spike (Fig. 1B, lanes 6-10) . Interestingly, the viral gp monomers (∼140 kD), dimers (∼280 kD), and trimers (∼420 kD) migrated significantly slower than expected from the migration of the standard proteins in BN-PAGE (thyroglobulin, Thy, 669 kD; ferritin, Fer, 440 kD). This discrepancy has been observed before (25) . Also, the SDS treated cross-linked trimers migrated slightly slower that those solubilized with Triton X-100 only, probably because of a less compact structure. To isolate gp trimers, a VLP preparation was lysed in Triton X-100 buffer and subjected to sedimentation in a 5-20% (wt∕wt) sucrose gradient. This was superimposed by a 0-0.2% (wt∕wt) glutaraldehyde gradient to increase the homogeneity of the molecular complexes (26) . BN-PAGE of the 13 gradient fractions showed that the gp trimers had been separated from other viral constituents (Fig. S1A , lanes 1-13). The trimers were present in fractions 6 to 9. We concluded that sedimentation in a sucrose gradient is mild enough to isolate intact HIV-1 spikes and used this protocol in a scaled-up version for the purification of spikes for cryo-and negative stain-EM reconstructions of the 3D structure. Fig. S1B shows a negative stain-EM analysis of isolated spikes. Many of the particles appear hollow, consistent with side views of the reconstructed spike structure described below. One particle (boxed) has evident 3-fold symmetry and probably represents a top or bottom view of a spike.
3D Structure of the Unliganded Spike. The reconstruction from vitrified samples (11,213 particles; 18-Å resolution) showed that the protomeric unit of the trimer had an elongated, curved shape and that the units formed a hollow cage-like structure by 3-fold interaction at the top and at the bottom (Fig. 2, Left) . The protomer could be divided into a roof part, a lobe, and a leg on the side of the cage and a bottom part. The lobe extended down from the periphery of the slightly arched roof. It was flattened and angled so that one lateral edge (the peripheral edge) was farther away from the 3-fold axis than the other one (the central edge). Downward the lobe continued into a thinner slanting leg. This followed a twisted path to the bottom, where it thickened, forming a peripheral body. The latter extended toward the 3-fold axis for interaction with the other legs. The peripheral body with its central extensions constituted the cage bottom. The height and width of the spike were 150 and 133 Å, respectively. A reconstruction using uranyl acetate stained spikes (8,357 particles, 22-Å resolution) showed the same major features as seen in the cryo structure (Fig. 3A, second panel, and Fig. S2, column 2) . However, the cavity inside the cage appeared smaller, mostly because of a thickening of the legs and the bottom. This difference has been observed before with the spike of Moloney MLV (Mo-MLV) and is probably due to inefficient penetration of stain into the cavity (27) . The Unliganded Spike Has Native Features. An important question was whether the unliganded spike, which was solubilized and then cross-linked during isolation, was representative of a native spike in the viral membrane. To find out we analyzed several control samples. First, we used gp trimers that had been extracted from cross-linked VLPs. The rationale was that pre-cross-linking should prevent structural changes induced by the solubilization. The reconstruction using vitrified samples showed essentially the same features as that one using spikes that had been cross-linked after solubilization. (Fig. 3A, third panel, and Fig. S2 , column 3; 26-Å resolution, 6,816 particles). This suggested that the solubilization step did not induce major changes in the spike ectodomain. However, spike cross-linking, whether performed in VLPs or with solubilized spikes, could potentially stabilize aberrant forms. To study this possibility we isolated trimeric spikes without cross-linking altogether and reconstructed the 3D spike structure from negatively stained samples. The structure revealed very similar features as the other reconstructions (Fig. 3A , fourth panel, and Fig. S2 , column 4; 28-Å resolution, 4,699 particles). Finally, we considered the possibility that the exchange of the lipid membrane of the VLP with the Triton X-100 micelle(s) during solubilization might induce aberrant features in the spike. To this end we exchanged the Triton X-100 of solubilized spikes, without cross-linking, with a lipopeptide detergent (LPD-12) and determined its 3D structure using negatively stained samples (28) . LPDs have been shown to stabilize membrane proteins in solution better than traditional detergents (29) . The negative stain reconstruction of the LPD-12 complexed spikes still revealed the open cage-like structure, although its bottom was featured differently from the Triton X-100 solubilized sample (Fig. 3A, fifth panel, and Fig. S2 , column 5; 29-Å resolution, 3,225 particles). We concluded that solubilization did not alter the major features of the spike structure.
The nature of the solubilized spike was also studied functionally, i.e., by following CD4 induced formation of the coreceptor binding site. This overlaps with the epitope for the monoclonal antibody 17b, a CD4 inducible antibody (30) . ½ 35 SCys labeled VLPs were solubilized with Triton X-100 and incubated with soluble two-domain CD4 and/or 17b monoclonal antibody before analysis by BN-PAGE. The analysis showed an almost total shift of the gp trimer band to a slower migrating band after the CD4 incubation, suggesting efficient complex formation of the solubilized spike (Fig. 3B, lane 3) . In contrast, there was no detectable complex formation with the 17b antibody in the absence of CD4 (Fig. 3B, lane 2) , but in its presence 17b binding appeared complete (Fig. 3B, lanes 4 and 5) . Virtually all spike protein was then found in a slowly migrating band in the top region of the gel. The minor amount of monomeric gp, which was resolved on the BN-PAGE, showed a similar behavior, although the 17b-CD4-gp monomer complexes were difficult to detect. This might be due to a CD4-17b mediated stabilization of the gp trimers. Thus, we concluded that the solubilized spike possessed nativelike activity. 3D Structure of the CD4 Liganded Spike. VLPs were incubated with soluble two-domain CD4, the VLP-CD4 complexes isolated, and the spike-CD4 complexes purified as described for unliganded VLPs. BN-PAGE of the fractions from the final sucrose gradient showed the purification of trimeric spikes, with an apparently full occupancy of CD4 molecules. Negative stain-EM analysis showed mostly hollow particle images, but also some trimeric ones with evident peripheral extensions (Fig. S1C) . Cryo-EM analysis and subsequent image analysis using 9,870 particles resulted in a reconstruction of the liganded spike structure at 21-Å resolution (Fig. 2, Right) . The hollow cage-like feature of the unliganded spike can clearly be recognized also in the liganded spike. However, the lobe contained a very prominent protrusion, most likely representing the bound two-domain CD4 molecules. Further, a second new protrusion appeared in the roof about 30 Å away from the 3-fold axis (Fig. 2 , Right, side 2 and top views) and a third one in the central edge of the lobe (Fig. 2 , Right, side 2 view). Finally, in the cage bottom the peripheral bodies of the unliganded spike appear to have condensed into a single central body (Fig. 2, sides 1 and 2 and bottom views) . In general, one observes that CD4 binding causes a shift of density in the roof region of the spike from the center around the 3-fold axis toward the periphery, with the new protrusions, whereas there is an opposite shift, i.e., from the periphery to the center, in the bottom region. This is most clearly observed by comparing the density maps at higher contour levels (Fig. 4) . The changes increase the length of the spike from about 150 Å in the unliganded form to about 159 Å in the liganded state. The width in the upper part of the spike remains approximately the same, i.e., 135 Å, whereas the lower part becomes slimmer in the liganded spike (85 Å at the level where the legs merge with the bottom) than in the unliganded spike (100 Å).
Fitting of gp120 Core into the Unliganded Spike. We first tested the fitting of the atomic structure of the gp120 core, obtained in complex with the b12 Fab (31), into our unliganded spike reconstruction. The gp120 core lacks the V1/V2 (residues 121-203) and the V3 (residues 300-328) loops and residues 1-82 and 493-511 from the N-and C-terminal ends, respectively. It could be fitted into the spike lobe in a unique orientation (Fig. 5, Left) . Here its shape closely followed that of the lobe at different contour levels (Fig. S3 B-D) . The outer domain of the gp120 core (red) formed the peripheral edge of the lobe, whereas the inner domain (gray) made up the central edge. The inner domain beta sandwich composed the lower part of the lobe. The hydrophobic groove of the sandwich, proposed to bind to gp41 (20) , opened toward the leg. The stems of the deleted V1/V2 and V3 loops (indicated by an orange and a green arrow, respectively) pointed into the roof, thus allowing the loops to occupy this region. The neutralizing face of gp120 with the CD4 binding loop (yellow spheres) and the b12 antibody binding site were exposed on the outer surface of the lobe, the silent face with its extensive glycosylation was on the peripheral edge, and the nonneutralizing face was on the central edge.
The recently determined atomic structure of the gp120 core with intact N-and C-terminal ends, obtained in complex with CD4 and the 48d Fab (19) , fitted into the density of the spike lobe in the same position as the b12 Fab complexed gp120 core ( Fig. 5, Right; Fig. S3 F-H) . Significantly, the N-and C-terminal extension followed the density of the spike leg on its entire length. Thus, this validated the tripod structure of the unliganded spike.
The atomic structure of the gp120 core with retained V3 loop, obtained in complex with CD4 and the X5 Fab (18), also fitted with the core into the lobe as the other gp120 structures (Fig. S3 J-L) . However, the V3 loop (green) rose with its tip up from the roof density, and the stem of the V1/V2 loop (orange) pointed out from the EM density map in the upper lobe region. Apparently, the positioning of the V1-V3 loops in our reconstruction of the unliganded spike did not correspond to that of the loops in the CD4 activated form of the HIV-1 spike.
In contrast to HIV-1 gp120, it has been possible to determine the atomic structure of the unliganded gp120 core of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) (32) . This found a unique orientation, similar to that of the HIV-1 gp120 core, into the density of the HIV-1 spike lobe (Fig. S3N) . However, at higher contour levels, the unliganded SIV gp120 core structure followed the HIV-1 spike density less well than the gp120 core structures of HIV-1 ( Fig. S3 O and P) . Furthermore, although the V3 stem of SIV pointed into the roof region, the stem of V1/V2 pointed out The core gp120 is shown as a cartoon representation, whereas the spike reconstruction (shown in side and top views) has been surface rendered at full volume. The outer and inner domains of the core gp120 are colored red and gray, respectively, and the N/C extension blue. The stub of the V1/V2 loop is orange, whereas the stem of the V3 loop is green. The stems of the loops are additionally indicated by orange and green arrows. The N-and C-terminal ends are labeled and the CD4 binding loop (residues 364-374) is shown as a spheres representation (yellow). Scale bar represents 50 Å.
of the EM density in the lower part of the lobe (Fig. S3N) . Possibly, the SIV spike structure differs from that of HIV-1.
Fitting of the CD4 Complexed gp120 Cores with the V3 Loop and Intact N-and C-Terminal Ends, Respectively, into the Liganded Spike Structure. The atomic structure of the CD4 liganded gp120 core with the V3 loop, from its complex with the X5 Fab, showed a unique fit into the density map of the liganded spike, placing the core part into the lobe almost in the same position as in the unliganded spike, the two-domain CD4 into the prominent lobe protrusion, and the V3 into the roof protrusion (Fig. 6, Left) . The combined stem of the deleted V1/V2 loops was at the base of the protrusion in the central edge of the lobe, allowing the loops to occupy this protrusion. The structure of the CD4 liganded gp120 core with the intact N/C ends, from its complex with the 48d Fab, found a unique positioning with the CD4 in the large protrusion, the N/C extension in the leg and the gp core part in an orientation very similar to that of the core with the V3 loop (Fig. 6, Right) . Thus, the fittings defined and validated most of the liganded spike reconstruction, including its tripod feature. We concluded that CD4 binding appeared to open the spike roof by displacing laterally the V1/V2 loops and lifting up the V3 loop, while keeping the gp core and leg in position.
Discussion
Our present results about the structure and activation of the HIV-1 spike differ in several aspects from those of Liu et al. obtained by cryo-ET (17) . In their study, the three protomeric units of the spike joined into a compact spike stem, rather than forming the tripod structure that we found. Importantly, our leg structure was validated by the fitting of the gp120 core with the N/C extension. This placed the 35-Å-long N/C extension into the legs of our structure both in its unliganded and CD4 bound form, whereas the extension did not fit into the corresponding cryo-ET structures. This is illustrated in Fig. S4 . The intactness of our spike structure was corroborated by a large number of control reconstructions as well as by functional testing, designed to exclude solubilization and cross-linking artifacts. The tripod structure also finds support in earlier cryo-ET studies of the simian immunodeficiency virus and the Mo-MLV spikes (15, 33) .
CD4 binding shifted the density in the roof part of our spike reconstruction from the center to the periphery. Fitting with the atomic structure of the gp120 core with the V3 loop suggested that this roof opening was caused by a CD4-induced structural change of the gp120 subunit, rather than its rotational displacement. Specifically, the V1/V2 loops were displaced laterally and the V3 loop was lifted up from the roof, whereas the gp120 core appeared to remain in its original position. Although there has been ample biochemical evidence for CD4-induced conformational changes of the structure of the gp120 subunit, morphological ones have been lacking (9, 14, 30, (34) (35) (36) (37) . In their study Liu et al. (17) showed that the simultaneous binding of CD4 and 17b Fab caused an opening of the roof of the spike head. However, in this case it was combined with a significant gp120 rotation, which was used to explain the roof opening through a consequential displacement of the V1/V2 and V3 loops and a change in the CD4 binding angle.
The organization of the gp41 in our spike structure remains elusive. The small disulfide loop region of gp41 should be located into the lower part of the leg, where it disulfide links to the engineered Cys501 in the C-terminal region of gp41 (22) . This corresponds to Ala501, which is the last C-terminal amino acid residue resolved in the structure of the gp120 core with the N/C extension. From here the N-terminal part of gp41 with the N helix and the fusion peptide could ascend the leg making contacts with gp120 all along the N/C extension until the inner domain β-sandwich. The C-terminal part with the C helix and the membrane proximal external region could compose the peripheral body of the spike bottom. The transmembrane domain might also contribute to this density. This follows from the fact that when LPD-12, which has a much smaller micellar size (radius ∼20 Å) than Triton X-100 (radius ∼40 Å), is used for spike solubilization, the bottom appears to exclude the negative stain much less than when Triton X-100 is used (Fig. S2, columns 2, 4 , and 5, side 2 view) (28, 38, 39) . The endodomain of gp41 cannot be part of the reconstruction as this has been deleted from the spike analyzed.
The major interprotomeric interactions appear to occur in the roof of the spike. These might be mediated by conserved elements of the V1/V2 and V3 variable loops in neighboring subunits. Heterotypic loop interactions have been suggested by epitope mapping for a neutralizing antibody and by studies indicating functional interplay between the V1/V2 and the V3 loops (40, 41) . In the bottom part of the Triton X-100 solubilized spike, the peripheral bodies appeared to interact via central extensions. However, this interaction was much less evident when LPD-12 was used, questioning that this represented a gp41 interaction rather than a Triton effect (Fig. S2, bottom views) . On the other hand, studies of soluble (anchorless) trimeric HIV-1 gp have shown that this becomes stabilized by mutations expected to facilitate coiled-coil formation of gp41 subunits (42) (43) (44) .
We showed that CD4 binding also resulted in a central condensation of the density of the peripheral bodies. It is possible that this reflected the release of the N-terminal portions of the gp41 ectodomains from their postulated positioning in the legs and their initiation of a trimeric prehairpin structure at the 3-fold axis. Thus, according to our model this would occur simultaneously as the lift of the V3 loop and the displacement of the V1/V2 loops in the spike roof would expose the V3 loop for coreceptor interaction and create a passage for the prehairpin with the fusion peptide to the target membrane.
Materials and Methods
VLPs carrying HIV-1 spikes with deleted endodomain and disulfide-linked gp120 and gp41 were produced in transfected 293T cells and isolated by ultracentrifugation in a sucrose step gradient (2) . The spikes were solubilized with Triton X-100 in the cold and purified by rate zonal centrifugation in a 5-20% sucrose gradient (27) , superimposed by a 0-0.2% glutaraldehyde gradient (26) . Liganded spikes were prepared similarly using VLPs that had been incubated with two-domain soluble CD4 at room temperature over night. The spike preparations were analyzed by negative stain-and cryo-EM and 3D structures reconstructed by processing particle images using standard single-particle procedure in EMAN version 1.9 (Figs. S5-S7 ). To avoid model bias we compared the influence of three different initial models generated in EMAN. The first was calculated from reference-free class averages using startnrclasses and startAny. The second, a Gaussian blob, was generated de novo using makeinitialmodel.py. The third one was made by startcsym, which searched for particles with best 3-fold symmetry as end-on views and with approximate mirror or less symmetry as side views. The models were refined with and without imposed 3-fold symmetry. They all converged into a similar cage-/tripod-like structure. We also used the unliganded spike structure of Liu et al. (17) with the compact stem as our initial model. However, also in this case refinement resulted in the cage-/tripod-like structure. Fitting of atomic models of gp120 into the EM density maps was done using the program O. This was guided by overall shape similarity of the atomic model and the 3D reconstruction at different density thresholds. The visualizations were done in UCSF Chimera and PyMOL.
Methodological details are given in SI Materials and Methods.
